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The novel opens with Aunt Polly scrounging the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, "Look behind you!" and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sorrowfully on Tom's misdeeds and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at suppertime, but Mrs. Sawyer is not there. Tom finds Aunt Polly in the den, perched in a rocking chair and laughing. She tells Tom about his adventures. During supper, Aunt Polly tells Tom that he will be skipped school that afternoon and must go to the store and buy a few things for the house.

Tom and the new arrival go to the store, and Tom later đós the shopping and eventually Chooses the new clothes for the whole house.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirty clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a "whee dispenser," a kind of vial. Jim refuses, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his tasks.
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Taking back control of your life doesn’t have to turn your life upside down – it’s the small shifts in mindset and behavior that do it.

Six Ways To Take Back Control Of Your Life - Forbes

While we might associate note-taking with school, it’s something most of us continue doing for the bulk of our lives. If your techniques are feeling a bit crowded recently, it’s time to get back... Back to Basics: Perfect Your Note-Taking Techniques

HOW SPIRITUALITY HELPS Eat your veggies. Get enough rest. Exercise. Those are clear suggestions. But you may be thinking, what in Heaven’s name does it mean to “take care of your spirit”?

Take Care of Your Spirit | Mental Health America

Raghu Ram is the senior supervising producer at MTV India and the executive producer of the show MTV Roadies. He wrote his autobiography in 2013, titled Rearview - My Roadies Journey. He featured in a Bollywood film - Tees Maar Khan and was also nominated for Best Singer award in Gima Awards 2012...

Take risks in your life. If you win you can lead! If you...

You will get the same amount of work done, because so much time is wasted dealing with conference call setup and useless banter. (See this humorous video for a demonstration.) If you cut one five...

10 Simple Productivity Tips for Organizing Your Work Life

Pay Someone To Take My Online Class. There comes a time in the life of every student when completing an assignment by a deadline is just too much to ask.

Take My Online Class : Pay Someone to Take Your Online...

Myaderm uses proven pharmaceutical technologies to create innovative cannabinoid products that provide a therapeutic benefit. We produce pharmacist-formulated, transdermal Cannabidiol (CBD) pain creams and topical CBD products for skincare.

Myaderm – Myaderm

How to Borrow From Your Life Insurance Policy. Whether it be for an emergency, some needed home repairs, or that can’t-miss investment opportunity, just about everyone needs a quick infusion of cash now and then. But if you don’t have the...

How to Borrow From Your Life Insurance Policy: 10 Steps

Tools & Skills Take (Back) Control of Your Workday With This One Simple Sniper Trick

How to Focus at Work Using a Sniper Trick - The Muse

How to Organize Your Life. Does it seem like there aren’t enough hours in the day, or dollars in the bank? Is your car usually running on empty, and your trash can full? You’re suffering from a common affliction of being too busy — you h...

3 Ways to Organize Your Life - wikiHow

Do you have tons of items on your to-do list? Well, add one more. It’s time to pencil in a little pleasure. Chances are, you simply deserve some joy and satisfaction. But if you prefer, you can think about the serious side of fun. Experts say good feelings can boost your ability to bounce back from stress, solve problems, think flexibly and even fight disease.

Create Joy and Satisfaction | Mental Health America

5 tips for regaining order in your financial life There’s never a bad time to organize your finances, but tax season is an especially convenient one. Check out this story on azcentral.com: https